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Abstract
We show that a large mixing between the right-handed charm and top squarks (i) is allowed
by low-energy flavour constraints; (ii) reduces the experimental bound on the stop mass; (iii)
has a mild, but beneficial, effect on fine-tuning; (iv) leads to interesting signatures at the LHC
not presently investigated by experiments. We estimate the current bound on the stop mass, in
presence of flavour mixing, and discuss the new collider signatures. The signal in the tc¯(ct¯) + /ET
channel is large enough that it can be immediately searched for experimentally, while the signature
with same-sign tops and /ET requires a luminosity upgrade of the LHC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Now that the Higgs boson has been discovered [1, 2], naturalness becomes the most
pressing question within reach of the LHC. The spectre of unnaturalness, after making its
first apparition with the cosmological constant, is now looming behind the Higgs boson, as
no new physics has been sighted at the LHC. Casting the final verdict on naturalness is one
of the main tasks of the high-energy run at 14 TeV.
Since the main contribution that destabilises the electroweak scale in the Standard Model
(SM) comes from a top-quark loop, the key for addressing the naturalness problem at the
LHC is the identification of the top partner that is responsible for cancelling the quadratic
divergence. The top partner can be a scalar particle (such as the stop, in the case of
supersymmetry) or a fermion (as in the case of composite Higgs models). The hunt for the
top partner, which is actively pursued at the LHC, is the most direct way to test the idea of
naturalness for the electroweak scale and therefore it is of the utmost importance. As the
search has been so far unsuccessful, it is mandatory to explore all possible variations of the
theory, especially those in which the top partner could have escaped detection. Such studies
could uncover new experimental signals different than those currently pursued. In this paper
we explore one such possibility: the effect of flavour mixing between the top partner and
the other states (for previous related studies, see refs. [3–16]).
Let us focus on the case of supersymmetry. The leading-log one-loop contribution to the
Higgs mass parameter m2Hu is
δm2Hu = −
βHu
16pi2
ln
Λ
mt˜
, (1)
with
βHu = 6 Tr
(
Y †u m˜
2
QYu + Yum˜
2
UY
†
u + A
†
uAu
)
+ · · · . (2)
Here Λ is the scale of supersymmetry-breaking mediation, Yu is the up-type Yukawa matrix,
m˜Q,U are the left and right up-squark mass matrices, and Au is the matrix of trilinear
couplings. The trace in eq. (2) is taken over flavour indices. Since m2Hu sets the scale of
electroweak breaking, the size of the mass parameters in βHu gives a measure of the tuning
in the theory.
To a good approximation in the up quark mass basis, we can write Yu = diag(0, 0, yt),
where yt is the top Yukawa coupling, and therefore the matrix Yu in eq. (2) effectively acts
as a projector of the squark mass matrices onto their (3,3) elements in the supersymmetric
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up mass basis. In the absence of flavour mixing, these elements correspond to the stop
mass parameters. In the general case of flavour mixing, they are not equal to the stop
mass parameters, but instead give the absolute upper bound on the smallest eigenvalue (as
follows from the hermiticity of the squark square-mass matrices). From this result, one would
naively conclude that having no flavour mixing is the most favourable situation to minimise
the amount of fine tuning, while satisfying the experimental bounds on stop masses. Indeed,
in the presence of flavour mixing, the mass parameters that enter βHu are necessarily larger
than the physical stop masses.
However, this conclusion is incorrect because the experimental limits on squark masses
depend in a non-trivial way on quark flavour and mixing angles. In particular, the LHC
constrains the charm squark more poorly than the stop – because of the absence of top
and/or bottom quarks in the final state, and also more poorly than the up-squark – because
of the smaller cross section due to the limited charm content of the proton and reduction of
efficiency of searches when looking at lower squark masses [18]. A mixing between t˜ and c˜
can then lead to weaker experimental bounds on the stop (or, more correctly, on the mass
eigenstate which is predominantly stop) and a reduction of the size of the mass combination
entering βHu . In this context let us stress that with a bigger data sample from the upcoming
14 TeV run the difference between the stop and scharm mass bounds are expected to further
increase, the reason being the much smaller SM background for the tt¯+ /ET final state with
respect to jets + /ET .
For example, in the case of mixing between t˜R and c˜R (neglecting left-right mixing and
flavour mixings with the first generation as well as the contribution from the left-handed
stop), we find βHu ∼ 6 (c2m21 + s2m22), where s and c denote sine and cosine of the t˜R–c˜R
mixing angle, and m1,2 are the two squark mass eigenvalues.
1 In this case, the characteristic
stop signature with two tops and /ET has a rate given by c
4 σ(m1) + s
4 σ(m2), where σ(m1,2)
are the production cross-sections for the two squarks, respectively. While this combination
is constrained by the negative stop searches, only weaker limits apply to the c˜ production
signal with no tops and /ET , whose rate is given by s
4 σ(m1) + c
4 σ(m2). The novelty of the
flavour-mixed case is that a new channel with one top and /ET is now present, with rate given
by 2 s2 c2 (σ(m1) + σ(m2)). This process has previously been discussed in refs. [12, 13, 15].
1 Throughout this paper we use s and c as a short-hand notation for sin θctR and cos θ
ct
R , where θ
ct
R is the
mixing angle between t˜R and c˜R. We also take q˜1 to be the stop-like state in the limit of small mixing
s→ 0.
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In sect. II we study these signals, finding three interesting results. (i) The experimental
limit on the mostly-stop state is weaker than the corresponding limit for a pure stop state.
(ii) Our best estimate of the combination of the limits from all three channels allows for the
existence of scharm–stop mixed states that give a smaller contribution to βHu (and therefore
to the amount of tuning) than the case of pure states. (iii) The new channel with a single
top and /ET gives the most unambiguous way to detect the stop flavour-mixing angle.
We certainly do not claim that flavour mixing can remove the tuning problem, nowadays
ubiquitous in supersymmetric theories. The contribution to βHu that we have studied is not
the only source of tuning, even though it is the most straightforward one to test experimen-
tally. An additional important contribution comes from a large At coupling, which is needed
to account for the Higgs boson mass in minimal models with relatively small stop masses.
Nevertheless, it is interesting that a flavour mixing in the stop sector not only is harmless
for the tuning, but it can even be beneficial. In our view, this strengthens the motivation
for a thorough experimental exploration of non-trivial flavour structures involving the stops.
We should also mention that even without a large At, stops can be lighter in extensions of
minimal supersymmetry in which the Higgs mass receives contributions from other sources
(see e.g. [17] for a recent discussion and Refs. therein) leading to a lower level of fine tuning
that is identified with the contributions of the top partners in Eq. (2).
Before discussing the collider signatures of flavour mixing in the stop sector, it is necessary
to check if large mixing angles are allowed by low-energy processes. Flavour violations in
the left-handed squarks are constrained because their effect in the up and down sectors are
related by a CKM rotation. If the structure of flavour violation is generic, constraints from
B0s–B¯
0
s mixing and B → Xsγ set significant limits on the t˜–c˜ mixing angle (see e.g. [19] for
more details). On the other hand, if the quark and squark mass matrices are simultaneously
diagonal in the down sector, the constraints on mass splittings between t˜ and c˜ become fairly
weak (see [20] for a recent discussion on this limit), but their mixing angle is small because
it is determined by the CKM matrix. In conclusion, flavour constraints severely limit the
case of a large t˜–c˜ mixing angle in the left sector. A possible way out is to take gluinos in
the multi-TeV region and small tan β, such that flavour limits from chargino exchange are
relatively mild.
For simplicity, we prefer to concentrate on the case of flavour violation in the right-handed
sector. The main constraint comes fromD0–D¯0 mixing, which sets bounds on up-type squark
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mixing angles. Assuming large splitting in the squark sector one can constrain the up-charm
squark mixing angle θucR < 0.05 (m˜/500 GeV), for comparable squark and gluino masses [21],
and the product of the up-top and charm-top mixing θutR θ
ct
R < 0.01 (m˜/500 GeV), in the case
of light stop and decoupled first two generation squarks [19]. In the limit of no admixture
with the first generation squarks, the mixing angle between t˜R and c˜R is left unconstrained.
Such mixing can induce the decays t → cZ and t → ch at one loop and, as discussed
below, can lead to same-sign top production [12]. However, the experimental constraints
on all these processes are too weak to be significant. The t˜R–c˜R mixing can induce flavour
violation in the down sector through higgsino loops, but the effect is always proportional
to charm Yukawa couplings, and therefore negligible. In conclusion, the mixing angle t˜R–c˜R
could be large, even maximal, without any conflict with present flavour constraints, also
when squarks are relatively light.
This situation leads to characteristic signatures at the LHC and deserves experimental
attention. One additional interesting aspect of this scenario is that t˜ → tχ01, where χ01
is a gaugino, produces a polarized top [23] (see also [24, 25]). The semi-leptonic decays
of right-handed tops lead to a harder lepton spectrum [26] and smaller lepton-b angular
separation [27] compared to the decays of left-handed tops. As a result, one expects dif-
ferent sensitivities of the searches for the purely right-handed and purely left-handed stops
(decaying to top and neutralino). This is in accordance with the recent experimental analy-
ses [28], which give a stronger bound on right-handed stops. Therefore, right-handed stops
give a leading source of pressure on naturalness. In the limit of heavy higgsinos, only the
left-handed stop can decay to a chargino and bottom quark: the resulting bound strongly
depends on the mass splitting between the chargino and the lightest supersymmetric particle
and is therefore model-dependent.
II. STOP-SCHARM MIXING AT THE LHC
A. Current constraints
In order to estimate the bounds on the masses m1,m2 and the mixing parameter c =
cos θctR of the mixed t˜R − c˜R states, we assume 100% branching ratios for the decays of
the flavour eigenstates t˜R → tχ01 and c˜R → cχ01, as well as a massless and purely gaugino
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lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). While it is straightforward to extend our analysis
to non-zero LSP masses, we content ourselves here with assessing its impact in a qualitative
manner. For small LSP masses <∼ 150 GeV the experimental bounds on the squark masses
are almost independent of the value of the LSP mass, hence in this case we expect a very
small impact on our analysis. For larger LSP masses the on average smaller pT of the decay
products becomes relevant, resulting in weaker constraints on the squark masses. The most
important effect of finite LSP mass is the difference in phase space between the tχ01 and cχ
0
1
final states, which becomes relevant if mt + mχ01
<∼ m1,2. This leads to a suppression of the
tχ01 final state with respect to the cχ
0
1 one. Consequently since the bound on the jets + /ET
final state is weaker than the one on tt¯ + /ET , the phase space suppression is beneficial for
lowering the mass bounds on the mixed c˜R − t˜R states.
The two squark states are pair produced at the LHC by strong interactions. Since the
charm quark PDF is very small, the main production mechanism is gluon fusion, and there-
fore the production cross section σ is a function only of the squark mass m1,2, and is inde-
pendent of the flavour admixtures. Subsequently each squark decays into tχ01 and cχ
0
1 with
branching ratios determined by their flavour content – i. e. BR1(tχ
0
1) = BR2(cχ
0
1) = c
2
and BR1(cχ
0
1) = BR2(tχ
0
1) = s
2. We neglect the phase space suppression of the tχ01 final
state relative to the cχ01 final state which would become relevant in the case of a compressed
spectrum.
Direct pair production of the mixed t˜R − c˜R states gives rise to the signatures tt¯ + /ET ,
cc¯+ /ET and tc¯(ct¯)+ /ET . While no dedicated search for the latter signature has been performed
so far, both ATLAS and CMS have analysed the tt¯+ /ET and jets+ /ET final states and placed
bounds on the masses of the stop and the first two generation squarks, respectively.
Concerning the tt¯ + /ET final state, the strongest bounds have been obtained from the
search for a single isolated lepton, jets, and large /ET . While the CMS cross section limits [29]
are obtained for unpolarized top quarks, the corresponding ATLAS analysis [30] assumes a
simplified model where the tops are almost exclusively right-handed. Therefore the cross
section limits from the latter analysis can directly be applied to our scenario of mixed
t˜R− c˜R states. The jets+ /ET searches from ATLAS [31, 32] and CMS [33–35] constrain both
the cc¯+ /ET and tc¯(ct¯) + /ET final states. The constraints on a single light second generation
squark have been analysed in detail in [18], and that study applies directly (modulo flavour
mixing) to the cc¯ + /ET final state in our scenario. In Fig. 1 we show the various upper
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Figure 1. Various upper limits on squark pair-production cross-sections. In gray we show the
envelope of experimental bounds on right-handed scharm for a massless neutralino, from 7 TeV
5 fb−1 ATLAS and CMS jets + /ET searches [31–35]. In black we show the corresponding limit on
the stops production taken from [30]. The red (blue) band corresponds to the theory prediction
for the scharm (stop) pair production [36], the dashed line being the central value.
limits on squark pair-production cross-sections. In gray we show the envelope of 95% CL
experimental bounds on right-handed scharm for a massless neutralino [18], and in black we
show the corresponding 95% CL limit on the stop pair production [30]. The red (blue) band
corresponds to the theory prediction for the scharm (stop) pair production at 7TeV (8TeV)
at NLO+NLL in the limit of decoupled gluino [36].
Obtaining sensible constraints on the tc¯(ct¯) + /ET final state is much more involved, since
no dedicated search for this final state has been performed yet. In order to obtain an estimate
of how strongly the t˜R − c˜R mixing scenario is constrained at present, we therefore employ
two extreme approaches:
1. Conservative estimate: We assume the tc¯(ct¯) + /ET final state with a hadronically
decaying top to contribute to the jets+ /ET signature with the same efficiency as the
cc¯+ /ET final state. In other words we treat the hadronic top like a normal jet. While
this approximation is reasonable in the limit of very boosted tops, it clearly is too
conservative if the tops are not very energetic.
2. Aggressive estimate: We neglect the impact of the tc¯(ct¯)+ /ET final state on the jets+ /ET
searches and assume that there are no constraints available on this signature.
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We are aware that neither of the two estimates realistically accounts for the present situation.
Nonetheless they give us a good indication of the presently available constraints, and we
expect the true situation to lie in between these two extreme cases.
In order to constrain the masses and mixing angle of the mixed t˜R − c˜R system, we
construct a χ2 function
χ2 =
[
c4σ(m1) + rtt¯s
4σ(m2)
∆σtt¯(m1)
]2
+
[
(s4 + 2s2c2BW )σ(m1) + rjets(c
4 + 2s2c2BW )σ(m2)
∆σjets(m1)
]2
,
(3)
where ∆σf (m1) is the 1σ upper bound deduced from the measured 95%CL bounds as-
suming Gaussian errors and zero mean (∆σf ≡ σ95%CLf /1.96), and the factor rf ≡
∆σf (m1)/∆σf (m2) (for f = tt¯, jets) is the ratio of experimental sensitivities to squarks
with masses m1 and m2 and is a naive guess for how much the higher mass squarks con-
tribute to the analysis. Note that Eq. (3) has the right limit when m1 ≈ m2. We
emphasize that here we only consider incoherent production processes. This is valid as long
as |m1 −m2|  Γ1,2, where Γ1,2 stands for the width of the two states respectively. As
the typical squark width-to-mass ratio is O(10−2), this is a very good approximation. The
above expression is also correct if ∆σf is mi independent (i.e. rf = 1), as then these are just
counting experiments and the higher mass events are fully counted. In Eq. (3) we give the
higher mass events a higher weight (rf > 1) to account for larger experimental sensitivity to
the higher mass squarks. We assume Gaussian errors throughout so that Eq. (3) has a χ2
distribution for two degrees of freedom. In the conservative scenario we set the branching
ratio BW ≡ BR(W → hadrons) equal to its SM value BW = 2/3, and in the aggressive
approach we set BW = 0, so that the impact of the tc¯(ct¯) + /ET final state on the jets + /ET
search is neglected.
In Fig. 2 we show the 95% confidence level (CL) exclusion contours in the m1−m2 plane
obtained in the conservative approach, for fixed values of the mixing angle. We observe that
with increasing mixing angle the constraint on the stop-like state m1 becomes significantly
weaker, while the bound on the scharm-like state m2 remains mostly unaffected. With
nearly maximal mixing angle (c ≈ 0.7), squark masses of about 520 GeV are allowed for
both states simultaneously. The wiggles in the exclusion contours are a direct consequence
of the wiggles in the experimental upper bound on the scharm pair production cross section,
see the grey line in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2. Exclusions at 95% CL for m1 and m2 (the masses of the mostly-top and mostly-charm
squarks, respectively) from tt¯ + /ET and from jets + /ET in the conservative approach, fixing c ≡
cos θctR = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 (from darker to lighter shades, as indicated). Contours of constant tuning
parameter ξ, obtained for c = 0.7, are displayed by the dashed lines.
In order to quantify the improvement obtained for the fine-tuning in the Higgs mass
parameter δm2Hu , we define the tuning parameter
ξ =
c2m21 + s
2m22
m20
, (4)
where m0 = 585 GeV is the experimental bound on the right-handed stop mass without
mixing [30]. In Fig. 2 contours of constant ξ are overlaid, in this case always setting c = 0.7
for simplicity. We see that values below ξ = 0.8 are allowed for large mixing, so that a
marginal improvement is possible.
Let us now fix the squark masses to m1 = 500 GeV and m2 = 550 GeV and study the
effect of flavour mixing in more detail. To this end we show in Fig. 3 the confidence level of
exclusion and the tuning parameter ξ as functions of the mixing parameter c. We observe
that, for this choice of masses, a large range of mixing angles (c <∼ 0.5 and c >∼ 0.8) is
excluded, but there still exists an interval around maximal mixing (c ≈ 0.7) where the
confidence level drops below 95% CL and such low masses are allowed. In this window the
fine-tuning parameter ξ is around 0.8.
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Figure 3. The confidence level (CL) of exclusion and the tuning parameter ξ as functions of
c = cos θctR for the case m1 = 500 GeV and m2 = 550 GeV. Shaded regions are excluded at 95%CL.
Having seen that already the conservative approach leads to weaker bounds on squark
masses, we now repeat our study for the aggressive approach. The result is shown in Fig. 4
which is analogous to Fig. 2 above. As expected, the constraints are weaker than before,
whenever the mixing is large. This originates from the fact that we neglect now the constraint
from the tc¯(ct¯) + /ET final state, whose rate is largest for maximal mixing. Masses ∼ 450−
500 GeV are now allowed given a large mixing angle and the tuning can be reduced by at
most 40%. The case where the mixing is nearly maximal leads to an interesting feature in
the exclusion curve. For a fixed value of m2 ∼ 550 GeV the exclusion contour in m1 is not
single valued. This stems from the fact that the bound on the stop cross section (shown by
the black curve in Fig. 1) is steeply falling near stop masses of ∼ 380 GeV, faster than the
corresponding theory prediction for the stop pair production. This implies that unlike what
one would naively expect, for a fixed m2 value, when the mass of m1 is increased the bound
becomes stronger, for this narrow region of m1.
Again, as an example, we pick the mass spectrum m1 = 350 GeV and m2 = 550 GeV and
study the behaviour of the confidence level and the fine-tuning parameter ξ as a function of
the mixing angle, see Fig. 5. The observations are qualitatively similar to the ones we made
before in the conservative case. However, now the confidence level increases much more
steeply when moving away from the maximal mixing scenario, so that the allowed window
for c becomes much smaller.
The minimal value of the fine-tuning parameter ξ at fixed value of the stop-like mass
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Figure 4. Exclusions at 95% CL for m1 and m2 (the masses of the mostly-top and mostly-charm
squarks, respectively) from tt¯ + /ET and from jets + /ET in the aggressive approach, fixing c ≡
cos θctR = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 (from darker to lighter shades, as indicated). Contours of constant tuning
parameter ξ, obtained for c = 0.7, are displayed by the dashed lines.
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Figure 5. The confidence level (CL) of exclusion and the tuning parameter ξ as functions of
c = cos θctR for the case m1 = 350 GeV and m2 = 550 GeV. Shaded regions are excluded at 95%CL.
m1 is shown in Fig. 6. When obtaining the 95% CL exclusions in the aggressive (dark
shaded region) and conservative (light shaded) approaches, the mixing angle was kept above
45◦ so that q˜1 is always stop-like. We see that reductions in ξ up to about 40% (20%) are
possible in the aggressive (conservative) analysis. Overall the minimal value of the fine-
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Figure 6. The 95% CL exclusion of the tuning parameter ξ as a function of m1 requiring that c =
cos θctR > 1/
√
2 so that q˜1 is mostly stop-like. The conservative (aggressive) approach corresponds
to the lighter (darker) shaded exclusion region.
tuning parameter ξ decreases when going to lower masses m1, and then increases steeply
when the experimental bounds are saturated. This saturation is reached for significantly
lower mass values in the aggressive approach (dark blue area) than in the conservative one
(light blue area). The two steep minima around 350 GeV and 550 GeV obtained in the
aggressive approach are again caused by the steeply falling experimental bound on the stop
pair production cross section for masses around 380 GeV (see the black curve in Fig. 1).
B. Hunting for the smoking gun
After estimating the size of the current bounds on the stop-scharm mixing scenario, let us
briefly outline how to test the set-up in a dedicated search. Above we have already pointed
out the presence of the final state tc¯(ct¯) + /ET , which has previously been discussed in [12].
We use MadGraph 5 [37] to simulate the LO prediction for the cross section of tc¯(ct¯) +
/ET , stemming from the decay of a mixed c˜R − t˜R state. The result is shown in Fig. 7 both
for the 8 TeV and the 14 TeV runs of the LHC. We observe that a cross-section of 100 fb can
12
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Figure 7. LO prediction for the tc¯(ct¯) + /ET signal at the LHC from pair production of the flavour-
mixed squark state with mass m1, for
√
s = 8 TeV (left panel) and 14 TeV (right panel). Three
different choices for the mixing angle c = cos θctR are displayed: c = 0.7 (blue, solid), c = 0.85
(green, dotted), c = 0.95 (red, dashed).
be reached even at the 8 TeV run of the LHC, provided a low mass m1 ∼ 400 GeV and a
close to maximal mixing angle. In a dedicated analysis of the data already on tape it should
therefore be possible to derive relevant constraints on the (c,m1) parameter space. Needless
to say, the 14 TeV run will be still much more promising. From the right panel of Fig. 7 it
is clear that cross-sections above 1 fb can be reached even for masses above 1 TeV.
Since the tc¯(ct¯) + /ET final state is rather unique, search strategies should ideally involve
some mechanism to identify the quark flavours, in addition to standard HT and missing
energy cuts. While a detailed study is beyond the scope of this paper, we note that the
latter cuts generally yield good discriminating power between SUSY signals and the SM
background. Depending on the mass spectrum, the top quark might be boosted enough
for a top tagging mechanism that makes use of the top jet substructure to become efficient
[26, 27, 38–41]. In a less boosted scenario mass reconstruction of the hadronically decaying
top or the requirement of a b-tagged jet and an isolated lepton from a semi-leptonic top are
promising. It remains to be seen whether a charm tagging algorithm can help to extend the
reach of the search. Note that charm tagging might be the only way to distinguish the effects
of scharm-stop mixing in this channel from a possible mixing between the right-handed up
and top squarks. Only if the gluino is light enough, the up squark pair production receives
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a significant enhancement from the up quark PDF, resulting in an enhanced cross section
of the t+ jet + /ET signal.
C. Same-sign tops
Another possible smoking gun signature of our model would be the observation of same-
sign top quarks, a signature basically absent in the SM. Generally same-sign squarks can be
produced in the process qq → q˜q˜ which is mediated by a t-channel gluino or neutralino. The
final state will then be qq + /ET . In the absence of flavour violation this process does not
lead to the production of same-sign tops since there are no tops in the proton. Consequently
observing a same-sign top final state arising from squark pair production would be a clear
signal of flavour violation involving the top. In passing we note that same-sign tops could
also arise from gluino pair production, where the gluino decays into top-stop. If the decay
products of the stop are too soft to pass the pT cuts, the signal will effectively be tt+ /ET [42].
However at the same time also t¯ t¯+ /ET (with the same rate) and tt¯+ /ET (with twice the rate)
would be produced, making this process distinguishable from the direct same-sign squark
production.
In the presence of stop-scharm mixing same-sign tops can be produced via [12]
cc→ q˜iq˜j → tt+ /ET , (5)
where q˜i,j are the mass eigenstates of the mixed stop-scharm system. In order to get a notion
of the possible size of the effect, we use MadGraph 5 [37] to evaluate the LO cross section
for same-sign top production at the 14 TeV run of the LHC. The result is shown in Fig. 8,
where we assumed a gluino mass of 1.2 TeV and a non-negligible splitting m1 < m2.
It turns out that the production cross section suffers a strong suppression from the small-
ness of the charm quark PDF and is always below 0.2 fb even for a light squark around
400 GeV. Taking into account the branching ratio suppression ∼ (2/9)2 for semi-leptonic
tops leads us to the conclusion that stop-scharm mixing cannot be the origin of a possible
observation of same-sign tops at the 14 TeV run of the LHC. At the luminosity upgraded
SLHC an observation should be possible in the most favourable case of low masses and a
large mixing angle.
If on the other hand the same-sign top signature is generated through large up-top squark
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Figure 8. LO prediction for the cross-section of same-sign top production at the 14 TeV LHC run.
We assume mg˜ = 1.2 TeV and a non-negligible splitting m1 < m2. Three different choices for the
mixing angle c = cos θctR are displayed: c = 0.7 (blue, solid), c = 0.85 (green, dotted), c = 0.95
(red, dashed).
mixing, we can expect it to be accessible in the 14 TeV run. We show the corresponding LO
cross section in Fig. 9. For identical masses and mixing the cross section is more than two
orders of magnitude larger than in the case of scharm-stop mixing, thanks to the large up
quark content of the proton. Additionally in this case, contrary to the stop-scharm mixing
scenario, the cross section for tt+ /ET is significantly larger than for t¯t¯+ /ET . The observation
or non-observation of the same-sign top signal in the 14 TeV run is therefore an important
tool to distinguish whether large stop-sup mixing or stop-scharm mixing is realised in nature.
Note however that due to the PDF enhancement the squark masses in this case are much
more strongly constrained [18].
III. DIRECT CP VIOLATION IN CHARM DECAYS
The presence of a large mixing between the right-handed charm and top squarks may
also have interesting implications in low-energy processes involving up-quarks. In particular,
the direct charm CP violation in D meson systems D → K+K−/pi+pi− which has recently
been measured ∆aCP = a
dir
K − adirpi = −(0.65 ± 0.18)% [22, 43–46], can be explained in
supersymmetry [47, 48]. In our setup, we can effectively generate the necessary c → u
transition through the combination (cutL s
ut
L )(mtAt/m˜
2
q)(c
ct
Rs
ct
R) [48]. Here we define c
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Figure 9. LO prediction for the cross-section of same-sign top production at the 14 TeV LHC run,
arising from a large t˜R − u˜R mixing. We assume mg˜ = 1.2 TeV and a non-negligible splitting
m1 < m2. Three different choices for the mixing angle c
ut
R = cos θ
ut
R are displayed: c
ut
R = 0.7 (blue,
solid), cutR = 0.85 (green, dotted), c
ut
R = 0.95 (red, dashed).
cos θijL,R and s
ij
L,R = sin θ
ij
L,R. Therefore, assuming maximal CP violation, we find that
∣∣∆aSUSYCP ∣∣ ≈ 0.6% ∣∣∣∣ (cutL sutLλ3
)(
mtAt/m˜
2
q
0.1
)(
cctRs
ct
R
O(1)
) ∣∣∣∣ (TeVm˜
)
. (6)
Notice that the off-diagonal elements of the CKM matrix provide reference values for the
mixing in the left-handed sector, as for instance in the case of down-type alignment and
split families where we expect cutL s
ut
L ≈ Vub ∆m˜
2
31
m˜2
with ∆m˜231 being the square mass splitting
between the first and third generations of left-handed squarks. Moreover, within the minimal
supersymmetric model, the lightest Higgs boson mass mh ' 125 GeV favours a large trilinear
coupling At.
Therefore, whenever the right-handed stop-scharm mixing angle is large, cctRs
ct
R ∼ O(1),
and the squark and gluino masses are around 1 TeV, it is easy to generate a direct charm
CP violation at the percent level in large regions of the supersymmetric parameter space.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The flavour composition of squarks can significantly affect the squark searches at the
LHC. Large mixings between right-handed top and charm squarks are left unconstrained
by low-energy flavour processes (in the limit in which the first generation of up squarks is
16
aligned with quarks) and can appreciably lower the bounds on the stop-like mass. Depending
on the mixing angle the bound on the stop-like mass gets relaxed by about 100 GeV or more
compared to the case of no flavour mixing. As a result, and somewhat surprisingly, a
nontrivial flavour structure in the squark sector can lead to a mild reduction of fine tuning.
Once more data becomes available, the difference between the bounds on the stop and scharm
masses will only become larger, thus further increasing the relative gain in naturalness in
the presence of mixing.
Large stop-scharm mixing can lead to interesting experimental signatures at the LHC.
The smoking gun is the presence of the signal in the tc¯(ct¯) + /ET channel that can be
immediately searched for. Another interesting signature is same-sign top production from
the production chain qq → q˜iq˜j → tt+ /ET . The search for this signature is possible even in
the most optimistic scenario only on longer time scales after the LHC upgrade.
The large stop-scharm mixing, if accompanied by a sizeable soft A-term for the stop sec-
tor, might also lead to new CP-violating effects in D → K+K−/pi+pi− as recently observed
by LHCb. While data can in principle be accounted for within the Standard Model [49], its
close connection to high-pT observables makes the stop-scharm mixing particularly interest-
ing.
Let us conclude by stressing that the implications of stop-scharm mixing studied in the
present paper hold well beyond the minimal supersymmetric scenario. The phenomenology
of squark flavour mixing and their decay into quarks are common to a large class of super-
symmetric models. Hence the beneficial effects of t˜R − c˜R mixing on fine-tuning together
with an interesting phenomenology provide a strong motivation to explore this possibility
experimentally.
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